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Foreword 
Welcome to the inaugural issue of the University of Sunderland Student Law Journal: a peer-
reviewed, Open Access academic journal. Publishing is the backbone of academic studies - it 
is the traditional means of disseminating research results, communicating new ideas and 
techniques. Dissemination of ideas, results and methods via publications are a well-
established means to build on personal or institutional reputations and form networks for 
future collaborations furthering the legal discipline. At the University of Sunderland Law 
School, we want our students to not only publish, but be involved with the logistics of an 
academic Journal. Our students have the opportunity to become members of the Editorial 
Board, peer-reviewers and to have their research published. Dissemination of their ideas, 
results and methods via publications and the skills obtained through the running of the 
University of Sunderland Student Law Journal are a well-established means to build on 
personal or institutional reputations and form networks for future collaborations and be the 
cornerstone of future developments within the legal discipline. Dissemination of ideas, 
findings and innovations can stimulate new strategies, methodologies or technologies aiding 
both academic scholarship and, if the right audience is reached, those practicing in the legal 
field. The Sunderland Student Law Journal, therefore provides an opportunity for aspiring 
authors to publish their graduate work. This is a unique recourse and allows our students to 
promote and disseminate their hard work to the wider public.  
We hope that you enjoy the first issue of many. 
Ashley Lowerson (Editor-in-Chief) 
Senior Lecturer 
University of Sunderland 
Sunderland Law School  
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Structure of Sunderland Student Law Journal 
Every journal depends upon its editor(s) and peer-reviewers for its success. A special thanks 
to the following:  
Editorial Board 
Ashley Lowerson – Editor-in-Chief and Senior Lecturer & LLM Programme Leader 
Terri Adamson – Stage Three LLB Student  
Dr Chris Baldwin – Senior Lecturer  
Amy Bell – LLM Student 
Zach Leggett – Senior Lecturer 
Jemine Pemu – Stage Three LLB Student 
Amy Purvis – Senior Lecturer & LLB Programme Leader 
David Sixsmith – Senior Lecturer & LLM (LPC) Programme Leader 
Peer-Reviewers 
Lyndsey Ali – LLM Student  
Yasmin Bone – Stage Three LLB Student  
Paul Dyer – Pathway Leader for Social Sciences & Law 
Luke Gray – Stage Three LLB Student  
Emma Hunter – LLM (LPC) Student 
Zoe Lee – Stage Three LLB Student  
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